Three-Phase PWM Inverter for Isolated Grid-Connected Renewable Energy Applications
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Abstract: This paper proposes a three-phase isolated flyback inverter (IFBI) for single-stage grid-tied solar PV applications, considering a simple sinusoidal pulse-width modulation (SPWM) scheme. The proposed single-stage inverter employs a reduced passive elements count by considering three input-parallel output-differential (IPOD) flyback converter modules. Additionally, a single small size LC-input low-pass filter is utilized at the input paralleling point for ripple-free input current operation, which is essential in grid-connected renewable energy applications. In addition, a mathematical model of the IFBI is presented to confirm the existence of its low-order harmonic components. A simple PI controller-based control scheme, considering only two loops and five sensors, is used to control the proposed grid-tied IFBI. Continuous modulation scheme (CMS) combined with SPWM is used to diminish the low-frequency harmonic components. Moreover, a simple selective harmonic elimination (SHE) loop is used for second-order harmonic components (SOHC) elimination from grid-injected currents. The SHE has decreased the SOHC from 43% to 0.96%, which improves the grid current THD from 39% to 3.65%, to follow the IEEE harmonic standard limits. Additionally, the harmonic elimination technique decreases the circulating power between the inverter paralleled modules, which enhances the grid currents power factor. The proposed inverter is verified through a grid-connected 200 V, 1.6 kW, 60 Hz experimental prototype, and the switching frequency is 50 kHz. TMS-based DSP controller is used to control the grid-injected power to follow the reference power set-point.
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1. Introduction

Recently, renewable energy (especially photovoltaics) has maintained its expeditious expansion in many countries, which has paved the way for power electronics evolution. Many three-phase inverter topologies have been recommended in the literature [1–3]. Transformer-less inverter topologies have been extensively recommended [4–7], which require a boost converter on the input side to grasp the required voltage-gain [8]. Therefore, they have two stages, which increase the system complexity and cost. Additionally, they suffer from common-mode leakage current in many applications [9,10]. In addition, they may require transformers for high voltage-gain applications [11,12], which in turn increases the inverter cost, losses, and footprint. On the other hand, transformer-based inverters utilizing a line-frequency transformer for galvanic isolation reduces system efficiency and increases its footprint and cost. Owing to the persistent need for galvanic isolation in many applications, HFT-based inverters have emerged as an alternative for the line-frequency option offering reduced footprint and high-efficiency systems [13–15]. HFT-based inverters have been initiated by multi-stage architecture topologies utilizing a DC-link capacitor or inductor for decoupling purposes [16]. In addition, different multi-level inverter topologies...
have been developed for power quality and converter reliability improvements [17,18]. Additionally, modified inverter topologies are recommended in [14,15,19] that eliminate the DC decoupling capacitor/inductor. However, most of these topologies suffer from a high number of switches and system size, which increases the system cost and reduces the power density [20–24].

Motivated by the former drawbacks of multi-stage power inverters, single-stage differential inverter topologies have been recently proposed in single-phase and three-phase applications considering continuous input current operation [25–36]. In [36], an isolated single-stage MLI for standalone and grid-integrated solar PV applications was presented. These converter structures enhance the load/grid power quality; however, they require many power switches. Differential inverter topologies use DC-DC converter modules and are modulated by variable duty cycles [25]. In single-phase applications, a single-stage differential-based inverter was initiated and proposed in [28,35] considering boost-type converter modules. The differential buck inverter was investigated and analyzed in [34]. In order to combine buck and boost operations, a differential-based Cuk inverter was proposed [37]. In [37], a six-switch single-phase differential-based Cuk inverter was presented. However, it utilized increased switching devices that increased system footprint and cost. In [26,31], a single-phase differential-based Cuk inverter is presented for direct solar power conversion. The proposed topology enhances the system efficiency; however, it increases the input current ripples, which diminishes the system power factor. In three-phase applications, a single-stage differential inverter was recommended in [29], based on Cuk modules for PV applications. However, an increased passive elements count that affects the inverter footprint and cost is required. In [27], a four-switch three-phase SEPIC differential inverter is recommended. Although it reduces the number of required switches, this topology is limited in power applications due to the absence of galvanic isolation. In [38], a discontinuous modulation scheme for three-phase differential mode Cuk inverters was presented for circulating power minimization.

Among the different buck-boost topologies, the flyback converter has received much attention among researchers and industrial engineers due to the reduced passive elements utilization, in addition to its simple construction and control strategy [39–43]. In [39], a single-phase high-power interleaved flyback inverter was presented for PV applications. However, the system used a high transformer turns ratio to boost input voltage. Additionally, it used many parallel components for efficiency enhancement, which increased the system cost. In [40], a novel control scheme of a single-phase interleaved flyback inverter is presented for high-efficiency operation. However, the recommended control scheme is applicable for low-power operation. In [42], a down-sampled iterative-learning controller is proposed for CCM controlled single-phase inverters that achieves good steady-state response and acceptable system overshoot. However, the control strategy is more complicated and requires an unfolding circuit for two-stage operation. In [43], a boost/flyback based two-stage micro-inverter for solar PV systems was presented in order to enhance the transformer utilization. However, it loses the isolation property and requires the unfolding circuit for DC-AC conversion. In [41], a hybrid boost-flyback/flyback micro-inverter was introduced to reduce the transformer turn ratios, which decreases the leakage inductance and boosts the inverter efficiency. However, the presented topology did not consider galvanic isolation between DC and AC sides.

This paper presents a new three-phase, single-stage IFBI structure for grid-tied renewable energy applications, as shown in Figure 1. The proposed IFBI consists of three DC-DC flyback converter modules, which are paralleled on the input side sharing the same DC supply and differential-output on the grid side. The proposed IFBI offers a number of merits such as: reduced number of passive and switching components, voltage boosting/bucking capability in a single-stage operation, and control design simplicity. In addition, the proposed IFBI provides a galvanic isolation property for grid-tied applications due to the existence of HFTs. Additionally, the HFT winding turns ratio offers a wide flexibility for voltage boosting and bucking operations. In addition, the IFBI offers a
continuous DC input current, which minimizes the capacitance over PV/fuel-cell systems and enhances their reliability [31]. For the proposed IFBI, a mathematical model is presented in order to confirm the negative sequence low-order harmonic components in the grid current waveforms, which requires a harmonic elimination control loop in order to meet grid standard requirements. Additionally, the proposed IFBI employs a low passive element number due to the usage of a single LC filter at the input DC side compared to other inverter structures that need individual LC filters at the input side of each module. Moreover, a simple PI controller-based control scheme, considering only two loops and five sensors, is used to control the proposed grid-tied IFBI. The CMS combined with SPWM is used to control the IFBI switches to mitigate low-order harmonics. The proposed IFBI is experimentally validated over 200 V, 1.6 kW, and switching frequency of 50 kHz prototype.

Figure 1. Three-phase single-stage isolated flyback inverter.

2. Proposed Single-Stage Three-Phase IFBI

2.1. Comparative Study

In this section, the proposed IFBI is compared with recent single-stage and two-stage inverter structures to investigate the main features of the three-phase single-stage IFBI for different applications. First, the proposed IFBI is compared with many recent inverter structures considering the voltage gain, number of inductors and capacitors, number of switches and diodes, existence of high-frequency isolation (HFI) and common-mode voltage (CMV), modular extension capability, power rating, and application, as listed in Table 1. Notably, the proposed IFBI requires a reduced number of passive and switching components for three-phase applications in comparison with the recent inverter structures. In addition, the IFBI provides voltage boosting/bucking capability and DC-AC conversion with galvanic isolation in a single-stage operation, which improves its power density and footprint. On the other side, Table 2 illustrates a fair comparison between the IFBI and counterpart inverter topologies considering the application, number of stages, power rating, voltage-gain, PWM, number of sensors, switching frequency, number of control-loops, efficiency, and switch ratings, respectively. It is worth mentioning that the IFBI configuration is controlled using a simple PI-based two-loop control scheme,
which simplifies the mathematical calculations and reduces the execution time of the DSP controller. Moreover, the proposed structure offers improved efficiency and high-power operation in comparison with the existing flyback inverter structures. Additionally, it provides a galvanic isolation property via HFTs for grid protection requirements.

### Table 1. Comparison of IFBI with recent inverter structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Voltage-gain</th>
<th>Inductor No.</th>
<th>Capacitor No.</th>
<th>Switch No.</th>
<th>Diodes No.</th>
<th>HFI CMV</th>
<th>Operation Modularity</th>
<th>Power Rating (kW)</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [28]</td>
<td>Boost</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Single-phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [44]</td>
<td>Buck-Boost</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Three-phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [45]</td>
<td>Buck</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>Three-phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [29]</td>
<td>CUK</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Three-phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [32]</td>
<td>CUK</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Three-phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [29]</td>
<td>CUK</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>Three-phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [46]</td>
<td>Buck-Boost</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Three-phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [38]</td>
<td>CUK</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Three-phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [40]</td>
<td>Flyback</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Single-phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>Flyback</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>Three-phase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Comparison of IFBI with counterpart structures considering the control strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control/Ref.</th>
<th>[32]</th>
<th>[40]</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Three-phase</td>
<td>Single-phase</td>
<td>Three-phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of stages</td>
<td>Single-stage</td>
<td>Two-stage</td>
<td>Single-stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power rating, W</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage-gain</td>
<td>CUK</td>
<td>Flyback</td>
<td>Flyback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM</td>
<td>PR-PWM</td>
<td>DMS-PWM</td>
<td>BCM-PWM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of sensors</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW (kHz)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of loops</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (%)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch rating</td>
<td>(IRG7PH50K10D) 1200 V, 90 A</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>(C2M0040120D) 1200 V, 60 A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NA: Not Available.

### 2.2. IFBI Circuit Configuration

Figure 1 shows the circuit configuration of the proposed IFBI that comprises three DC-DC flyback modules, which are connected in parallel at the DC input side and differentially connected at the grid side. Therefore, the proposed IFBI consists of six switches ($S_{Ma}$, $S_{Mb}$, $S_{Mc}$, $S_{Ra}$, $S_{Rb}$, $S_{Rc}$), three small output capacitors ($C_{oa}$, $C_{ob}$, $C_{oc}$), three HFTs ($Tr.1$, $Tr.2$, and $Tr.3$), and a single LC input filter ($C_{in}$, $L_{in}$). In addition, IFBI provides continuous input current capability, which is very important from the reliability aspects in grid-tied applications due to the mitigation of high-capacity electrolytic capacitors [38]. Additionally,
the proposed IFBI improves system reliability by utilizing a single LC input filter to reduce input current ripple, which directly influences system efficiency and power density. The power flow modes of a single module of the proposed IFBI (module A) are depicted in Figure 2. The power flows from DC side to grid during forward-operation mode and reverses during reversal operation mode, as cleared in Figure 2a. During the forward period, the main switch and synchronous switch body diode are sequentially switched ON and the power is injected to the grid. During reversal mode, the power reverses and flows into the IFBI module that causes the circulating power among the IFBI modules. Notably, Figure 2b,c illustrates the temporary operation of the proposed IFBI, whereas the power transfer occurs over a storage element. Hence, the HFT performs two functions: (1) energy storage and (2) galvanic isolation. Therefore, the input DC power is stored in the HFT during the main switch ON state, whereas the grid current is supported by the terminal capacitor of each IFBI module, as portrayed in Figure 2b. During the OFF state of the main switch, the stored energy in the HFT starts to flow through the secondary switch to supply the grid, as well as charge the terminal capacitor, as depicted in Figure 2c. Similarly, when the synchronous switch is turned ON, the reversed power stores in the HFT. The stored energy then releases through the main switch body diode when the synchronous switch is turned OFF.

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Figure 2.** Temporary power transfer in a single module of the IFBI.
2.3. IFBI Modulation Scheme and Mathematical Model

As illustrated in the former discussion, the IFBI operation depends on the flyback converter module by considering a wide range of variable duty cycles. The voltage conversion ratio of the flyback module can be expressed as follows [38, 47]:

\[
M_{ox} = \frac{v_{ox}}{V_{in}} = \frac{i_{pri,x}}{i_{sec,x}} = n \frac{D_x}{1 - D_x}
\]  

where

- \(v_{ox}\): flyback converter output voltage (\(x = a, b,\) or \(c\));
- \(V_{in}\): input DC voltage;
- \(i_{pri,x}\): converter primary current;
- \(i_{sec,x}\): converter secondary current;
- \(D\): converter duty cycle;
- \(n\): transformer turns ratio \((n = 1)\).

In addition, the converter total input DC current can be formulated as follows:

\[
I_{in} = i_{in,a} + i_{in,b} + i_{in,c} = i_{pri,a} + i_{pri,b} + i_{pri,c}
\]  

According to Figures 1 and 2, the balanced three-phase grid voltages and currents can be expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
v_{aN}(t) \\
v_{bN}(t) \\
v_{cN}(t)
\end{bmatrix} = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} E \cdot \begin{bmatrix}
sin(\omega t) \\
sin(\omega t - \frac{2\pi}{3}) \\
sin(\omega t + \frac{2\pi}{3})
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
i_a(t) \\
i_b(t) \\
i_c(t)
\end{bmatrix} = I_m \cdot \begin{bmatrix}
sin(\omega t) \\
sin(\omega t - \frac{2\pi}{3}) \\
sin(\omega t + \frac{2\pi}{3})
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

where, \(E\) and \(I_m\) represent the grid line voltage and current RMS values, and \(\omega\) is the grid angular frequency.

As previously mentioned, the continuous modulation scheme (CMS) is used to control the proposed IFBI, in combination with static linearization strategy (SLS) to mitigate low-order harmonics. Therefore, three unipolar terminal voltages with 120° phase shift have been synthesized based on the duty cycles phase shift. Ideally, the same voltage offset can be generated on each module output, which can be cancelled by differential connection to supply the grid with sinusoidal voltages and currents. Based on (1), the module output voltage can be expressed as follows:

\[
v_{ox}(t) = M_{ox} \cdot V_{in}
\]  

where

- \(x = a, b,\) or \(c\);
- \(M_{ox}\) is the converter conversion ratio;
- \(V_{in}\) is the DC input voltage.

The output voltages of the three converter modules can be formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
v_{oa}(t) \\
v_{ob}(t) \\
v_{oc}(t)
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
M_{oa} \\
M_{ob} \\
M_{oc}
\end{bmatrix} \cdot V_{in}
\]
According to the converter output voltage and its sinusoidal envelope, the voltage conversion ratio has an AC component superimposed with DC offset component as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
M_{oa} \\
M_{ob} \\
M_{oc}
\end{bmatrix} = M_{ox,dc} + M_{ox,ac}
\begin{bmatrix}
\sin(\omega t) \\
\sin(\omega t - \frac{2\pi}{3}) \\
\sin(\omega t + \frac{2\pi}{3})
\end{bmatrix}
\] (7)

The DC component is maintained at the peak value of the sinusoidal component to minimize voltage stress over the circuit elements. Thus, it can be expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
M_{oa} \\
M_{ob} \\
M_{oc}
\end{bmatrix} = M + M \cdot \begin{bmatrix}
\sin(\omega t) \\
\sin(\omega t - \frac{2\pi}{3}) \\
\sin(\omega t + \frac{2\pi}{3})
\end{bmatrix} = M \begin{bmatrix}
1 + \sin(\omega t) \\
1 + \sin(\omega t - \frac{2\pi}{3}) \\
1 + \sin(\omega t + \frac{2\pi}{3})
\end{bmatrix}
\] (8)

where \(M_{ox,dc} = M_{ox,ac} = M\).

From (1), (8); the duty cycle of each converter module can be expressed as follows:

\[
D_x = \frac{M(1 + K_x)}{1 + M(1 + K_x)}
\] (9)

where \(K_x = \sin(\omega t)\), \(K_y = \sin(\omega t - 2\pi/3)\), \(K_z = \sin(\omega t + 2\pi/3)\).

The output voltage from each module can also be expressed, based on (8), as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
v_{oa}(t) \\
v_{ob}(t) \\
v_{oc}(t)
\end{bmatrix} = nM \cdot V_{in} \begin{bmatrix}
1 + \sin(\omega t) \\
1 + \sin(\omega t - \frac{2\pi}{3}) \\
1 + \sin(\omega t + \frac{2\pi}{3})
\end{bmatrix}
\] (10)

According to (1) and (9); the converter primary input current can be formulated as follows:

\[
i_{pri,x}(t) = \frac{3}{2} M i_{sec,x}(t) + 2MK_x i_{sec,x}(t) - \frac{1}{2} MK_x i_{sec,x}(t)
\] (11)

where \(K_{x1} = \cos[2(\omega t)]\), \(K_{x2} = \cos[2(\omega t - 2\pi/3)]\), \(K_{x3} = \cos[2(\omega t + 2\pi/3)]\).

Notably, considering the simple duty cycle formula in (1) and (9), the primary input current of the flyback converter module has three dominant components: the DC component, fundamental, and second-order harmonic components. Thus, a simple compensation loop is used for SOHC compensation for the grid-injected currents.

In addition, the input power to the proposed IFBI can be formulated, based on (11), as follows:

\[
P_{in,x}(t) = \frac{3}{2} MV_{in}i_{sec,x}(t) + 2MV_{in}K_x i_{sec,x}(t) - \frac{1}{2} MV_{in}K_x i_{sec,x}(t)
\] (12)

Based on the former analysis of the proposed IFBI, Figure 3 shows the duty cycles \((D_a, D_b, D_c)\), gating signals \((S_{Ma}, S_{ra}, S_{Mb}, S_{rb}, S_{Mc}, S_{rc})\), transformer voltage and current waveforms \((V_{pri,ar}, I_{pri,ar}, V_{sec,ar}, I_{sec,b})\), capacitor current \((I_{ca})\), and the grid voltages and current waveforms \((V_{N}, I_{N}), V_{ib}, I_{ib}, I_{ic})\) of a single module of the proposed IFBI. Hence, each module operates with a wide range of variable duty cycles, which provides voltage step-up/step-down capability.
3. Proposed IFBI Control Strategy

As mentioned previously, the proposed IFBI is presented for grid-tied applications. A simple PI controller is used to control the proposed system for grid-injected power to follow the reference value. The control scheme of the proposed inverter is depicted in Figure 4, which consists of two control loops:

- The main control loop (Loop1)
- The SOHC elimination loop (Loop2)

Loop1 regulates the grid-injected currents of each module to follow its reference value. It is worth mentioning that the origin pole of the PI controller improves the closed loop DC gain of the IFBI, which limits the mismatches between flyback modules that minimize the circulating currents between inverter modules. Additionally, it enhances controller accuracy with the duty cycle variations. In addition, the compensator poles and zero boost phase margin (PM) of the IFBI that enhances system stability and reduces its resonance. The PI controller diminishes the error signal between the reference and actual grid currents, whereas its output signal is denoted as $M_{1x}$. On the other side, the SHE loop (Loop2) is used to eliminate the SOHC that distorts the grid currents and causes the circulating power among the IFBI modules, which is confirmed in the harmonic modelling and analysis discussed in Section 2. The SOHC rotates in the reverse direction with double frequency ($2\omega$), which is noticeable in the primary current envelope of each module. Therefore, a simple integrator is applied as a selective harmonic elimination (SHE) strategy for SOHC compensation. Loop2 extracts the SOHC, which is subtracted from the reference grid
current, whereas the output signal from the integrator is denoted as \( M_{2x} \), as depicted in Figure 4. Thus, converter gain can be formulated as follows:

\[
MK_x = M_{1x} + M_{2x}
\]  

(13)

Moreover, the proposed control system poses a major challenge by considering only two control loops without the need to incur complex control systems that need long computational time and high controller specifications in comparison with the counterpart topologies such as [31].

Figure 4. Closed-loop control scheme of the proposed IFBI.

**4. System Results**

**4.1. Simulation Results**

The simulation findings of the proposed single-stage IFBI are confirmed at a rated converter power of 1.6 kW with the harmonic compensation technique, as shown in Figure 5. The three-phase voltage, currents, output voltage, DC input voltage, and DC input current are portrayed, respectively. With SOHC compensation, the compensation strategy eliminates the low-order harmonic component and supplies the grid with pure sinusoidal currents. In addition, it minimizes the input DC current ripples to 1.8%, which matches the IEEE harmonic standards.

Figure 5. IFBI simulation results with SOHC compensation strategy.
4.2. Experimental System Configuration

An IFBI laboratory prototype-based 200 V, 1.6 kW, and 60 Hz is built to investigate its validity for three-phase grid-connected applications. Figure 6 shows the system configuration and its control scheme. Additionally, the proposed experimental setup is portrayed via the photograph in Figure 7, whereas all system parameters are listed in Table 3. The system consists of a DC input supply, three-phase IFBI power stage, grid current filter, and the digital controller. It worth mentioning that N-channel SiC power MOSFET C2M0040120D has been used for both the primary and secondary sides of each flyback module during measurements of all experimental waveforms. The grid current is controlled to inject the rated power to the utility grid. The IFBI is investigated for grid-tied operation with SOHC compensation to compare the grid current distortion with standard permissible limits. The proposed control technique is built using a DSP (TMS320C6713, TI) digital controller. Based on the proposed control scheme and the IFBI mathematical model, a feedback control loop is used, which utilizes only two voltage sensors and three current sensors at the grid side for grid current regulation, as shown in Figures 4 and 6. In addition, the system experimental waveforms are captured by a 16-channel DL-850 Yokogawa digital oscilloscope. Moreover, system efficiency and THD have been measured and analyzed by a WT1800 Yokogawa power analyzer.

![Proposed IFBI control scheme](image)

Figure 6. Proposed IFBI control scheme.

![Proposed IFBI photograph](image)

Figure 7. Proposed IFBI photograph.
Table 3. IFBI simulation and experimental parameters comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated inverter power, $P$</td>
<td>1.6 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input DC voltage, $V_{in}$</td>
<td>100 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input filter, $L_{in}, C_{in}$</td>
<td>300 $\mu$H, 10 $\mu$F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input filter resistance, $r_{in}$</td>
<td>1.5 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid voltage $(L.L), E, \omega$</td>
<td>200 V, $2 \times \pi \times 60 \text{ rad/s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFT magnetizing inductance, $L_M$</td>
<td>300 $\mu$H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFT primary resistance, $r_m$</td>
<td>50 m$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output capacitor, $C_o$</td>
<td>10 $\mu$F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFT leakage inductance, $L_{Leakage}$</td>
<td>2.5 $\mu$H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFT turns ratio, $n$</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid inductance, $L_g$</td>
<td>4 m$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid inductor resistance, $r_g$</td>
<td>5 m$\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching Frequency, $F_{SW}$</td>
<td>50 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI controller gains, $k_p$</td>
<td>0.081 A/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrator, $k_i$</td>
<td>200 rad$\cdot S^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Experimental Results

The experimental system has been carried out considering the referenced grid-injected power of 1.6 kW with SOHC compensation. A unity power factor has been considered for grid-connected operation. Figure 8 shows the experimental results of the grid-tied IFBI with SOHC elimination at rated power of 1.6 kW. Figure 8 shows the three-phase grid voltage and current waveforms, output voltages across terminal capacitors, and DC input voltage and current, respectively. Evidently, and based on Figure 8, the IFBI supplies the grid by sinusoidal current waveforms with low THD contents. In addition, the proposed inverter performs voltage boosting of the input DC voltage as well as DC-AC voltage conversion through a single-stage operation, which improves the inverter power density and decreases its cost. In addition, the grid-injected power follows its reference value; this ensures the proposed controller operates well at the rated power flow. Additionally, the input DC current ripples have decayed, which forms an important feature in renewable energy applications. Moreover, the high-frequency switched waveforms of the proposed IFBI have been portrayed in Figure 9. The main switch voltage and current as well as the synchronous switch current and voltage are depicted, respectively, in Figure 9. In addition, the oscilloscope image of the IFBI experimental waveforms has two magnified sections (i.e., X and Y) for high-frequency switched waveforms at high and low duty cycles, respectively. Notably, with the SOHC elimination strategy, the ripples in the switched current waveforms of the main and synchronous switches have been reduced, which minimizes current stress of the inverter components, as shown in magnified sections X and Y. It worth mentioning that at the rated power flow, the synchronous switch voltage stress both with and without SOHC elimination is similar due to the rigid design of RC snubber circuit and the low HFT leakage inductance [47]. Additionally, it reveals the HFTs realistic design for high-power applications (i.e., 550 W), which exceeds the power ratings of existing flyback converters. Clearly, the experimental results of three-phase IFBI considering the two-loop control method display the successful operation of the IFBI to inject the reference grid power to the grid at unity-power factor.

At rated power flow of the proposed IFBI, considering SOHC compensation, the three-phase grid-injected currents are almost sinusoidal waveforms including low SOHC of 0.96%, which reduces the input DC peak-to-peak current ripple to 0.3 A, as shown in the grid current FFT harmonic spectrum in Figure 10. The peak-to-peak current ripple at the DC input side is 0.3 A, which is 1.8% of the DC input current that matches the IEEE harmonic standards. Table 4 shows the experimental results of the system measured via a Yokogawa power analyzer in case of SOHC compensation. THD of the grid-injected currents is 3.65% due to the elimination of the SOHC, which matches IEEE harmonic
standards. Additionally, system overall efficiency at the rated power operation of 1.6 kW is 88% with SOHC. The experimental efficiency profile of the proposed IFBI is depicted in Figure 11 considering load variation from 0.2 to 1.6 kW. The operation of the proposed IFBI is stable with load variations that confirm the converter operation for various applications. Moreover, elimination of the SOHC enhances the system power factor at the grid side due to reduction in reactive power absorbed from the grid for sustaining the circulating power without SOHC elimination.

Figure 8. Experimental results of the proposed IFBI with SOHC at 1.6 kW.

Figure 9. Experimental high-frequency switched waveforms of the proposed IFBI with SOHC compensation at 1.6 kW.
The performance of the proposed inverter control system has been verified by considering a step-change reference grid power to investigate the control system’s robustness. Figure 12 shows the system results for reference grid power flow changes from 0.5 kW to 1.6 kW with the SOHC elimination strategy. Notably, the grid power flow follows the reference level. The input DC current and grid-injected current waveforms are step-changed from their associated values at 0.5 kW and 1.6 kW considering a small settling time (i.e., 5 ms) without system overshoot. Clearly, the proposed control system with SOHC compensation strategy eliminates the third-order harmonic component from the input DC current for ripple-free input current, which is important in PV/fuel cell applications.

In addition, the different harmonic orders of grid-injected current are analyzed and compared with the IEEE-1547 harmonic standards at a rated power of 1.6 kW, as depicted in Figure 13. The DC component of the grid current is less than 0.2%, which follows the IEEE-1547 harmonics standard limit of 0.5%. In addition, the different harmonic orders of the grid-injected currents and IEEE standards are portrayed in Figure 13. Despite the existence of the second and fourth harmonic orders in the grid-injected currents, their values are less than the harmonic permissible limits. All low-order harmonics of grid-injected currents are less than the limits of IEEE permissible standard. Thus, the proposed IFBI and its control scheme improves the grid-injected power quality.
Figure 12. Experimental results of the IFBI during step-changed grid-injected power from 0.5 kW to 1.6 kW.

![Graph showing experimental results of the IFBI during step-changed grid-injected power from 0.5 kW to 1.6 kW.](image)

**Figure 13.** Grid current harmonic orders in comparison to IEEE-1547 harmonic standards.

### 5. Conclusions

This paper has presented a three-phase single-stage grid-tied IFBI considering HFT for galvanic isolation and small passive elements compared with conventional three-phase inverters, which comparatively enhances the inverter power density. A detailed mathematical model of the proposed IFBI is presented to confirm the SOHC existence in the grid-injected currents. Moreover, a PI controller-based control scheme, considering only two loops and five sensors, is used to control the proposed grid-tied IFBI. A simple compensation strategy for the SOHC via integrator is utilized to minimize the THD of the grid-injected currents. Moreover, a PI controller-based control scheme, considering only two loops and five sensors, is used to control the proposed grid-tied IFBI. A simple compensation strategy for the SOHC via integrator is utilized to minimize the THD of the grid-injected current. The integrator in the second control loop enriches the main control loop with the origin pole, which boosts the DC gain of the proposed inverter that enhances the system accuracy. Furthermore, the proposed control scheme simplifies the computational algorithm and enhances the DSP execution time. The proposed IFBI has been experimentally validated via a laboratory prototype for grid-tied application at 1.6 kW power flow. Experimental results prove the accuracy of the control technique in injecting sinusoidal current waveforms to the grid at unity power factor, in addition to elimination of the SOHC that decreases the THD of the grid current to 3.65%, which follows the permissible limits of the IEEE-1547 harmonic standards.
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